TREASURE KINGDOM DISCOVERY GATEWAY TO DISCOVERING
YOUR IDENTITY AND RISE TO YOUR FULL POTENTIAL

DAY 8: THE BATTLE WITHIN

“She thought to herself, why am I here? I feel like I bring misery to everyone around me.
Why shouldn’t she be made to feel worse? She wanted to hide in her room, find the
smallest corner in her closet, and to vanish away. She saw a knife on the counter, and
nobody else was around. Nobody would miss her, everyone would be better off without
her, she thinks. “Nobody likes me; everybody hates me. I think I’ll go eat worms.” The words
dance around in her mind, screaming at her.”
-Treasure Kingdom
The first battle that everyone must face is the internal battle. The battle we fight with
ourselves, with our minds. This battle is probably the longest and hardest battle you will
ever face. It is one you need to discipline yourself and prepare yourself to fight on a daily
basis. We have already looked at our feelings of abandonment, our self doubt, our value,
and how sometimes it is safer to hide behind the mask. But when you learn the tools you
need to battle and win the fight against your mind, you will find more freedom and
wisdom to face the storms that come your way.
The author Darius Foroux says, “Legendary surfer, Laird Hamilton said it best: “Make sure
your worst enemy doesn’t live between your own two ears.” Self-doubt creeps into your
system at the weirdest moments. At times you don’t expect it at all.” You need to look at
your thought patterns, for what you believe about yourself comes out in how you present
yourself.

“Our past may explain why we're suffering but we must not use it as an excuse to stay in
bondage.” ― Joyce Meyer, Battlefield of the Mind: Winning the Battle in Your Mind when
you can realize the bondage we so willingly live in on a daily basis, we can focus on freeing
ourselves from that bondage. You are more than enough; you are a precious gift from Gold.
“You are precious. You are loved. You’re forgiven. Will you choose to forgive?” Trevor
whispers in her ear. -Treasure Kingdom
God does not make anything that is worthless. God has a purpose for everything; He has a
purpose for you. In a 2010 article called The Battle Of Your Mind, the author says, “There are
many passages in Scripture that we could look at in this chapter, but I want us to focus in
on one, 2 Corinthians 10:3–5:

“Though we walk in the flesh, we are not
waging war according to the flesh [in other
words, we don’t fight with armor, we don’t
fight with politics, we don’t fight with money,
and we don’t fight with all the humanistic
ways]. For the weapons of our warfare are not
of the flesh but have divine power to destroy
strongholds. We destroy arguments and every
lofty opinion rose against the knowledge of
God, and takes every thought captive to obey
Christ.

The apostle Paul says here that our job in this
battle is to “destroy strongholds.” You know
what a stronghold is? It is a mental block. Paul

is talking about pretentions, arguments set up against the knowledge of God. This is a mental
battle.
Take this time to list some strongholds in your life that are holding your back:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRJEq5iAEBQ

In the Desiring God series the author states, “The fact is the reason we have so many
ineffective Christians today is
that they do not know how to fight the battle of the mind.” Let’s look at
some tools you can use in your battle against your thoughts.
1. Don’t Believe Everything You Think
2. Guard Your Mind from Garbage
3. Never Let Up on Learning
4. Let God Stretch Your Imagination
What is it that you believe about yourself right now? Is this thought uplifting or does it
tearing you down? What are you going to do about it?

Pray through these thoughts and surrender the negative into God’s hands. Open your
mind and heart to receive the truth. Take these thought captive, live a life seeking God’s
direction. When you are unsure about something read through scripture, pray, and ask.
God will show you when you are ready to receive it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a786V49ZQWw
In the next few studies, we will look at the vastness of God and how nothing is impossible
with Him. You need to guard your thoughts, and weigh them against what the bible says. If
a thought is negative, counter balance it with scripture. You are God’s workmanship and
He has a plan for your life. The battle of the mind it a lifelong battle, you need to continue
to learn and grow because your thoughts are always learning and growing too.
When you can embrace these four tools, you will become unstoppable.

See you tomorrow in Day 9, Determine Who God is.

